
Instructions for checking predator trap lines A and B Line - Trap line circuits (A1/B1) and 

(A2/B2). Both circuits take approximately 3-4 hours to walk. 

Predator Trap Line A (PTA) follows an old survey track which is a bull-dozed line along the side Mt 

Tihia while line B follows the Te Ponanga saddle road. The Tihia track starts at a small pull off area 

here on the west side of the road. The first trap on line A is 100m up from SH47 on the Tihia track. 

Line A is easiest to check from PTA 1 down to PTA 54. Follow this track up hill to where it intercepts 

the old survey track between trap PTA 4 and PTA 5, then head south along the old survey track south. 

This track can be followed all the way to trap PTA54 which again meets up with State highway 47 and 

is is approx. 5.4 km long and is marked with pink triangles. The track crosses several slippery washed 

out streams. 

The southern exit/entry is less obvious to find and is easiest to find traveling northwards and is approx. 

400m north of the rest area at Lake Rotoaira. At the summit of the survey track between traps PTA 24 

and PTA 25 there is a flagged route down hill which meets up with the summit of the Te Ponanga saddle 

road at trap PTB 24. Partway down this route is PTA 55, which should be checked as part of A-line. 

Further down is PTB 47, which should be checked as part of B-line. Both of these can be checked when 

A1-B1 or A2-B2 circuits are done. 

The easiest way to check trap lines A and B is in two separate circuits; northern (A1/B1) and southern 

(A2/B2). Circuit A1/B1 checks traps PTA1-24, PTA55, PTB47 and PTB24-1; circuit A2/B2 checks 

PTB47, PTA55, PTA25-55 and PTB47-25. 

Both circuits can be walked in 3 to 4 hours though the time can be reduced by biking the road section - 

by hiding a bike at one end, and then parking at the other end. 

Trap PTB 1 is located opposite the main Tihia track; (there is a concrete culvert alongside the road at 

this site). PTB predator line heads south over the summit past the Rotopounamu car park down to the 

bottom of the hill. The line has been extended to include traps PTB41 to PTB43 plus PTB48 on the Te 

Ponanga saddle road and with traps PTB44 to PTB46 on the side road to the historic Opotaka site. Trap 

PTB48 is close to the turnoff onto the side road 

Traps located on the Western side of road: PTB9, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 47 (up the hill), 26, 27, 

28, 29, 30, 32,  34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39. All other traps on the Eastern side of the road. 

 

 



 

Catches October 2017 to September 2018. 


